
Books for Teens | Grades 7 - 12
We Will Not Be Silent: The WhiteWe Will Not Be Silent: The White
Rose Student Resistance MovementRose Student Resistance Movement
That Defied Adolf HitlerThat Defied Adolf Hitler
by Russell Freedman
A carefully researched portrait of
Hans and Sophie Scholl describes
how they questioned the beliefs of
Austria's Hitler Youth and risked

their freedom and lives to organize a resistance campaign
with other students.

The Boy Who Harnessed the WindThe Boy Who Harnessed the Wind
by William Kamkwamba
An accessible adaptation of the
best-selling story about the young
inventor who brought electricity to
his Malawian village describes the
life-threatening drought that
motivated his scrap-metal windmill
project.

AudacityAudacity
by Melanie Crowder
A historical fiction novel in verse
inspired by the life of Clara Lemlich
and her struggle for women's labor
rights in early 20th-century New York.

No Crystal Stair: A DocumentaryNo Crystal Stair: A Documentary
Novel of the Life and Work of LewisNovel of the Life and Work of Lewis
Michaux, Harlem BooksellerMichaux, Harlem Bookseller
by Vaunda Micheaux Nelson
Told that he should sell fried
chicken rather than books, since
"Negroes don't read", Lewis Michaux
defies the odds to build Harlem's
National Memorial African
Bookstore.

Eyes Wide Open: Going Behind theEyes Wide Open: Going Behind the
Environmental HeadlinesEnvironmental Headlines
by Paul Fleischman
A look at today's environmental
challenges that also counsels you
on how to decode conflicting
information, exposing vested
interests while identifying the
sources behind different opinions
and sharing resources to help you
make informed consumer choices.

On a Clear DayOn a Clear Day
by Walter Dean Myers
Struggling to survive in a near-future
world of oppressive security and
limited resources, computer whiz
Dahlia joins forces with a chess
prodigy, a former athlete and other
talented teens to combat a terrorist
and sabotage the corporations that
dominate their existence.
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